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Matched molecular pairs (MMPs), i.e., pairs of com-
pounds that are related to each other by a specific mole-
cular transformation, have become an integral tool of
drug discovery [1,2]. Generally spoken, matched molecu-
lar pair analysis (MMPA) aims at the extraction of all
MMPs from a set of compounds and their association
with calculated or measured property changes. Using
public bioactivity data, we have used MMPs as a consis-
tent reference framework to identify sets of chemical
replacements that either have the propensity to induce
large-magnitude potency changes or tend to retain com-
pound potency across diverse targets [3,4]. Furthermore,
we have extended the concept of MMPs to matched mole-
cular series, i.e., analog series with different molecular core
structures but corresponding substitution patterns [5,6].
The identification of series with alternative core structures
but similar SAR trends is highly relevant for lead optimiza-
tion where SAR information from one series that has been
explored historically is ideally used to guide compound
design efforts for a new chemotype [6].
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